Trash Separation and Disposal

英語版

◎Please separate the trash and dispose of it on the correct day at the designated location by 8am.

Recyclable Waste (Twice a month) Every

and

day

・ Place them directly

PET Bottles
（Soft drinks, condiments,

Look
logo

alcoholic drink containers）

for

⚫

into the dedicated mesh
bag without placing
them in a trash bag.

this

Wash
the
insides lightly
with water.

・Place them directly into the dedicated ・ Remove the caps and dispose of
baskets according to the corresponding them separately.
color.
Separate
the
bottles
into ・Wash the insides lightly with water.
colorless/transparent, brown, and others.

Empty Bottles

Empty Cans
（Beverage cans, canned goods）
・ Puncture

aerosol

cans

and

gas

cylinders, before disposing of them with

・ Place them directly into the

・ Wash

dedicated mesh bag without
placing them in a trash bag.
・Do not compress empty cans.

insides lightly
with water.

the

the non-burnable trash.

・Tie with string before disposal.
・Remove any tape and dispose of it with burnable trash.
・Remove any metal and dispose of it with non-burnable

Cardboard

trash.

Cartons

・ Wash the insides
lightly with water.

（Milk and juice cartons, etc.）

Paper
Containers/Wrapping
（Paper boxes, cups, bags,
wrapping paper）

・If you have many, tie them with
string, or place them in a paper
bag before disposal.
・Lightly wash with water the insides of the containers

Plastic
Containers/Wrapping

that contained food or other materials. If you
cannot remove everything from inside a container,
dispose of it with the burnable trash.

（Plastic bottles, cups, trays,
packs, etc.）

Recyclable Waste (Once a month) Every

day
・Separate newspapers and leaflets

Newspapers, Leaflets,
Magazines, Books

from magazines and books. Tie
them with string before disposal.
・Either tie them up with string, place

Old Clothes

them in the designated trash bag, or
in a clear trash bag before disposal.
Use only the designated trash bag or a clear trash bag.

Burnable Trash (Twice a week) Every

day and

day
・Remove water from food scraps.
・Any long or large items must be

Kitchen
Waste

Futons
Carpet

Paper, Wooden
Products

Leather,
Rubber

CDs/DVDs,

Planters

CD/DVD Cases

Plastic
Tanks

Non-Burnable Trash (Once a month) Every

cut to less than 1m long and tied
together with string.

day
・Any long or large items must be

Glasses,
Cups
類

Metallic
Objects

Non Beverage Ceramics
Cans

Bicycles

Batteries,
Fluorescent
Lamps

cut to less than 1m long and tied
together with string.
Aerosol Cans

Sunday

日

Burnable

可燃

Monday

月

Non-Burnable

不燃

Tuesday

火

Can

缶

Wednesday

水

Plastic

プラ

Thursday

木

Bottle

びん

Friday

金

Pet Bottle

ペット

Saturday

土

Paper

紙

